Fresno ends Ohlone’s baseball season
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The Ohlone baseball team’s promising season came to an end after losing the series 2-1 to the second-seeded Fresno City College. It was Fresno’s dominating pitching that the Renegades couldn’t overcome in the two losses. Fresno pitcher Connor Brogdon allowed one run on three hits with seven strikeouts in their 7-2 win in Game One.

Brogdon improved his record to 10-6 with a 1.79 ERA and 82 strikeouts – sixth most in the state. Ohlone’s Pablo Artero and Josh Roman had the lone RBIs for the Renegades in the loss.

In Game Two, Ohlone squandered out a 4-3 come-from-behind victory. Fresno was up 3-2 until the eighth inning, when Justin Chase scored Brock Pradere, tying the game for Ohlone.

Max Diaz would reach base with an error in the 10th inning, scoring Josh Sprugasci on an error in the 10th inning for Ohlone. Head Coach Mark Curran, left, pitching was dominant and the score was 7-2 in their favor. This time, Fresno pitcher Jorge Alvarado silenced Ohlone’s offense, allowing two runs in seven innings to clinch the series and crush Ohlone’s playoff hopes. Ohlone finished the season with a 29-12 record. The 2010 champions have 19 returning players and 14 moving on.

Maryland players converge on a California School for the Deaf School in Tracy. The play leading up to his hit was a screen pass and his responsibility was to be the lead blocker on the offensive line. “I remember getting hit but nothing afterwards.” According to the Mayo Clinic, symptoms of a concussion include memory loss, wanting to vomit, ringing ears, dizziness, delayed response to a question, and amnesia from the event. “My ears started ringing; I had a vague memory of what I remembered,” Ca-
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